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Poverty reduction and democratization – new cross-
country evidence
Frank-Borge Wietzke

Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals, Barcelona, Spain

ABSTRACT
The rapid decrease in absolute poverty across the developing world has received much
attention. However, there have been few systematic attempts to analyse the political
consequences of these developments. This article builds on the improved availability
of household income data from developing countries to document a small but
statistically significant impact of lagged poverty rates on a range of democracy
indicators. The results hold across a battery of sensitivity and robustness tests. I also
show that poverty reduction has a stronger effect on democracy than alternative
predictors that are more widely used in the democratic regime transition and
consolidation literature, such as average income and relative inequality (the Gini
index). However, I find weaker effects of poverty on indicators of government
quality and a declining influence of poverty reduction on democracy over time.
These results point to more structural obstacles to democratic consolidation in
lower-income regions, such as a tendency by populist leaders to exploit the
economic grievances of vulnerable lower-middle classes.
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1. Introduction

We have witnessed dramatic progress in global poverty reduction over the past decades.
Regional poverty estimates outlined in Figure 1 indicate a steady decrease in poverty at
the international “moderate” poverty line of $2.5 in Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)
terms across the developing world.1 Although these trends were dominated by East
Asia (and mostly driven by China), important improvements have also been registered
in other regions with slightly less impressive growth performance, such as Latin
America and the Caribbean, South Asia, and even sub-Saharan Africa. While most of
the newly non-poor still live on incomes very close to the poverty line (visible in
large population shares in the PPP$2.5–10 income bracket in Figure 1),2 there has
also been growth in more affluent groups whose incomes approach those of lower
middle classes in advanced economies (incomes between PPP$10 and 100).3
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However, the relative population shares of these groups are still small, especially in
lower income regions like Africa, Asia or the Middle East.4

While the political consequences of recent middle-income growth are still understu-
died,5 movements out of poverty of the magnitude observed in the developing world
are of wider interest because they touch on some of the most fundamental assumptions
about the relationship between socio-economic development and democratization. In par-
ticular, modernization theory has argued that structural decreases in poverty during the
development process typically lead to broader socio-cultural and political transformations
that increase the likelihood of the emergence of stable democracies.6 Anecdotal evidence in
support of this claim is provided by recent reports about the increased incidence of popular
protest for improved government accountability in diverse countries and regions that have
undergone rapid recent decreases in poverty, such as Brazil, China, India, Russia, and the
Arab World.7 Falling poverty rates may also affect political outcomes through other chan-
nels, such as by reducing the affordability and feasibility of political patronage or by chan-
ging expectations about the level and quality of services governments should provide to
their populations.8 In contrast, the breakdown of pro-democracy movements in regions
like the Arab World or the threat to democratic institutions by publically elected
leaders like president Rodrigo Duterte in the Philippines and most recently Juan Bolsanaro
in Brazil indicate that democratic consolidation in contexts where sizeable parts of the
population are still vulnerable to poverty is not an inevitable outcome. Studying how
some of the world’s youngest democracies have fared during a period of rapid poverty
reduction is a first step to improve our understanding of the political dynamics and
obstacles that determine why some young democracies survive, while others do not.

This article provides – to my knowledge the first – systematic analysis of the cross-
country relationship between recent poverty trends and democracy in developing

Figure 1. Poverty and lower middle income growth by region.
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regions.9 Despite the literature’s recognition that poverty reduction can increase the
chances of successful democratization, empirical tests of this relationship have typically
only relied on relatively broad indicators of socio-economic development, such as
average income or interpersonal inequality.10 Building on the rapid improvement in
the quality and frequency of national household surveys and poverty estimates in
many developing regions in the past decades, I make progress by presenting more
direct estimates of the effect of changes in poverty on democracy (I use the PPP$ 2.5
“moderate” poverty line that also defines the lowest income groups in Figure 1).
Data are available for a sample of around 830 country-year observations from develop-
ing regions with a focus on the period between the mid-1990s and 2015 (unbalanced
panel). Because reliable information on poverty and middle income trends is only avail-
able for a period where most developing countries already completed the transition to
democracy, I focus primarily on democratic consolidation processes. However, theor-
etical arguments presented below suggest that the findings of my analysis may also
be applicable to democratic transitions.

The results of the empirical analysis broadly support the idea that poverty matters
for democratization. Despite the relatively short time-period covered by this study, I
find across a range of specifications and outcome variables that lagged poverty
reduction and associated growth in lower middle income groups have a small, but sig-
nificant positive effect on the quality of democracy and governance at the country level.
These effects tend to be strongest on measures of de facto democratization, such as
indices of electoral and non-electoral competition, voice and accountability, and politi-
cal participation from a range of sources, including the Varieties of Democracy (V-
Dem) project,11 the World Bank governance indicators,12 and the well-known Polity
IV measure.13 This suggests that poverty reduction primary affects democracy
through improvements in the inclusiveness and style of democratic politics. By contrast,
I find no or only inconsistent effects on alternative measures of government quality,
such as the rule of law or the prevalence of clientelism and government corruption.
This indicates that poverty reduction does not systematically remove other often-
noted structural deficiencies of democracies in lower income countries, such as the
reliance on rent-seeking, patronage, or populist appeals to build political coalitions.14

Additional analysis shows that the effect of poverty reduction on democracy diminishes
after a certain period, which is consistent with the experience of aforementioned cases
like Brazil and the Philippines where joint poverty reduction and improvements in
democracy were followed by periods of democratic reversal.

The article proceeds as follows. The next section discusses why the explicit focus on
poverty provides a more appropriate approach for capturing societal drivers of demo-
cratization in developing countries than other widely used indicators of socio-economic
change, like average income or relative inequality. Section 3 presents the design and
results of the empirical analysis. The last section discusses limitations and wider impli-
cations of the study.

2. Democracy and development: why does poverty matter?

Researchers have long recognized the potential importance of poverty reduction for
democratization. Moore has famously argued that democracy without a strong bour-
geoisie is impossible, implicitly assuming that a significant number of people need to
make the transition from poverty into the middle class before stable democracies can
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emerge.15 While the direction of causality and the precise mechanisms involved have
remained disputed, also subsequent contributions have tended to agree that improved
living standards for the masses and associated reduction in the extent of social and pol-
itical polarization at least make the emergence of stable democracies more likely.16

What is missing in this literature is a direct focus on poverty. Most empirical studies
only rely on very general indicators of socio-economic wellbeing, such as average per
capita income, or health and nutritional outcomes.17 While these studies often find
an association between low levels of development and the risk of democratic breakdown
that is consistent with results presented in this article, they are obviously less helpful for
exploring more specific hypotheses about the interaction of poor and non-poor groups
during the creation and consolidation of democratic institutions.

Recent literature has adopted a more explicit focus on distributional change. Yet,
these contributions typically also emphasize alternative concepts over poverty. In a
widely cited paper, Boix and Stokes have suggested that inequality, not poverty, is
the primary mediating variable in the relationship between economic development
and democratization.18 The postulated reason is that income growth reduces inequal-
ities, which in turn lowers the risk for elites to face more intense forms of redistribution
when power is shared with the poor masses. The theoretical framework to support this
argument was developed at more length in influential “redistributivist” models of
democratic transition by Boix19 and subsequently Acemoglu and Robinson.20

However, although these models often incorporate relevant income groups like the
poor, middle classes and elites in their theoretical frameworks, empirical tests of their
predictions have generally relied on more individualistic measures of interpersonal
inequality, such as the Gini index or the share of income held by the middle deciles
of the income distribution.21 Again, these measures are less well suited for testing
more specific hypotheses about the nature and intensity of distributional conflicts
between different classes and income groups.

Notwithstanding their popularity, the predictive performance of redistributivist models
has been mixed at best. Cross-country studies have typically found only weak or inconsist-
ent associations between income inequality and the likelihood of democratic transition.22

This includes the first stage of the theory, where inequality is expected to influence public
preferences for redistribution.23 The gap between prediction and observed outcomes often
widens in lower and middle income regions, suggesting that socio-economic development
is one of the mediating variables in these relationships.24 There are also growing questions
about the association between economic development and inequality reduction that
motivated the shift from average income to inequality as a predictor of democratization
in the first place. Recent evidence suggests that, while inequalities are on the rise in
many advanced economies, also many developing countries have made the transition
out of widespread poverty without significant decreases in inequality.25

There are several reasons why poverty should capture relevant socio-economic
drivers of democratization in developing regions more reliably than average income
or interpersonal inequality. First, at the level of measurement, poverty, defined in absol-
ute terms as people’s inability to satisfy their most basic needs, provides a more accurate
description of the living conditions (and possible resulting political behaviours) of lower
income groups who are generally believed to be important actors in the move towards
democratization. Average per capita incomes obviously omit how well a country trans-
lates its economic output into improved living standards for the poor. Well-known
illustrations are provided by natural resource-rich economies like Equatorial Guinea
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or Nigeria, which have high average per capita incomes but also widespread socio-econ-
omic deprivations. In contrast, while indices of income dispersion like the Gini capture
differences in living standards within societies, these measures are typically scale-inde-
pendent (not affected by the absolute value of average incomes) and they tend to high-
light changes at the middle of the income distribution.26 As a result, they too often omit
the relatively low living standards that still prevail among lower income segments in
many developing countries. Figure 1 above illustrates this for developing regions
today where, bar Eastern Europe and Central Asia, most people who are technically
in the middle of their region’s income distributions still fall below the poverty line or
remain very close to it (incomes from PPP$2–10).27

Moving to substantive reasons, a second important factor is that conflicts over dis-
tributional outcomes that are highlighted in particular by redistributivist theories of
democratization may not be the only political issue that people fight over. In an influ-
ential critique of redistributivist models, Ansell and Samuels,28 have suggested that
societal conflicts that lead to democratization may be fought over the protection of
private property rights, not inequality. In their theory, the primary drivers of change
are upwardly mobile but politically disenfranchized groups who demand greater politi-
cal inclusion to defend their economic interests and growing wealth against possible
interference or even expropriation by autocratic elites. Although the model was not
explicitly formulated for today’s developing countries, a recent article by Wietzke
and Sumner29 has argued that it can also explain political transformations in regions
that have experienced rapid decreases in poverty. For example, the increase in
protest over government corruption and political reform in regions like the middle
east, Asia and Latin America may be explained by the growing number of moderately
well-off groups who no longer have to struggle for daily survival and who are beginning
to take a keener interest in the protection of their economic and political rights.30

Another variant of this argument, with more explicit references to poverty, is pro-
vided by Reenock et al.31 The authors posit that, across countries, moral aversions to
extreme deprivation often provide a basis for broad-based coalitions in support of pol-
itical and social policy reform than concerns over inequality, where views tend to be
more divided along partisan lines. The resulting potential for mass political mobiliz-
ation in support of poverty alleviation can lead to reversals in the expected relationship
between income growth and regime change: Demands for increased social spending
should intensify during periods of rapid growth, when the goal of eliminating
extreme poverty appears more attainable. The authors back their argument with quan-
titative cross-country evidence that growth in societies with greater incidences of unmet
basic needs is often associated with an increased probability of regime breakdown. Their
claim is also supported with more recent data by Wietzke,32 who shows that countries
with faster rates of growth on incomes around the international poverty line of PPP$ 2
often experienced stronger increases in self-reported support for redistribution, as well
as previously by Dion and Birchfield,33 who find that income inequality predicts indi-
vidual redistribution preferences less effectively in low income countries.

Finally, average incomes and inequality may predict outcomes less well because of
interactions with economic and institutional environments in poorer democracies. A
common critique of redistributivist models of democratization is that, even if inequality
in a society was a salient issue, a much more decisive question is whether lower income
groups will be able to overcome their collective action problems to organize around
their common interests.34 These obstacles to political mobilization can be quite
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prohibitive in lower income countries. For instance, high transportation and communi-
cation cost or the fact that comparatively large populations still live in remote rural
areas can hamper the ability of the poor to organize. Collective action problems may
be further exacerbated by other institutional characteristics of lower income countries
and young democracies, such as the greater prevalence of political patronage or the lack
of institutionalized political parties that run on programmatic platforms for or against
government redistribution.35

While these obstacles may constitute formidable challenges for political mobilization
among the poor, they too can be overcome through broader coalitions across class or
partisan lines. Starting with Rustow36 and O’Donnell and Schmitter,37 a number of
authors have argued that democratic regime transitions do not necessarily have to
emanate from the socially and politically more amorphous population of the poor,
with elites often emerging as potentially more important drivers of political reform.
Prominent examples include work by Collier38 and Albertus and Menaldo,39 who
noted that elites are rarely cohesive and that democracy can come about when some
elite factions find it advantageous to support democratization to avoid expropriation
by unaccountable autocrats or promote policy outcomes that other members of the
elite oppose.40 Middle classes likewise are often viewed as potentially important
coalition partners for the poor. For instance, Collier41 describes democratization pro-
cesses in the early twentieth century in Argentina and Portugal as successful cases of
middle class-led mobilization that were initially triggered by attempts of more
affluent middle-income groups to further their own political inclusion. The initial
success of democratization movements in the Arab Spring was similarly attributed to
the formation of broader coalitions between lower and affluent middle classes.42

2.1. Hypotheses

Althoughmost of the literature cited above has focused on democratic transitions, there are
reasons to assume that the processes outlined also apply to the type of democratic conso-
lidations studied in this article. Starting with Przeworski et.al. a number of studies have
shown that the link between economic development and democratization tends to be
stronger for regime consolidations than for regime transitions.43 In a similar vein, Houle
has noted that, whereas pathways from inequality to democratic transition are often ambig-
uous, the relationship between inequality and a return to autocracy is much more straight
forward: Elites interested in regime reversal to avoid excessive redistribution face fewer col-
lective action problems than the poor and their pay-offs of staging a coup typically become
more favourable in times of rising inequality.44 Assuming again that poverty provides a
more precise indicator of the level of socio-economic development and relevant distribu-
tional divides in economically less-advanced regions, similar associations should be
observed between poverty and democratic consolidation.

Moving on from the general claim that poverty matters for democratic consolida-
tion, I expect that pre-existing institutional contexts in developing countries lead to dis-
tinct differences in predicted effects across alternative dimensions of political
development.

First, where the narrower question of democratic performance is concerned, I expect
positive effects of poverty reduction. This draws on the discussion of barriers to collec-
tive action above, as well as the work of authors like Reenock et al., which suggest that
transitions to democracy are most successful when they are based on broad-based
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coalitions between lower and upper income groups. It is not unrealistic to assume that
similar processes will also hold after democracy has been established. For instance, one
can envisage that political elites would seek to increase their legitimacy and political
support through a more inclusive style of governance. This is particularly likely after
periods of widespread movements out of poverty, when the public mood is likely to
be positive and the masses less inclined to use newly granted liberties to threaten the
advantaged position of elites. To summarize, my first hypothesis is that:

H1: A decrease in the national poverty rate is, on average, associated with improvements in the
quality and inclusiveness of democratic institutions.

By contrast, it is less likely that poverty reduction will lead to improvements in other
dimensions of political development, such as the quality of government or the rule of
law. The primary reasons involve structural shortcomings of young and poorer democ-
racies described above. For instance, leaders in young democracies may be less inclined
to unwind clientelist networks and associated corruption and rent seeking, as the
former are often required for maintaining political allegiances in less institutionalized
party systems.45 Likewise, the aforementioned cases of the Philippines or Brazil illus-
trate that political liberalization in young and fragile democracies can be associated
with the rise of populist or quasi-populist leaders, who gain support on the basis of
promises of patronage or short-term interventions, without commitment to more struc-
tural reforms of the political system and economy. Although it has been argued that
populists movements can enhance the inclusiveness of the democratic process in the
short term (such as by mobilizing new previously passive groups),46 their anti-establish-
ment posture may well undermine the quality of government and rule of law in the
medium to longer term.47 Accordingly, my second hypothesis states that:

H2. A decrease in the national poverty rate is, on average, not associated with improvements in
the rule of law and government quality.

Building on H2, my third hypothesis is that the duration of the effect of poverty
reduction on democracy will not be indefinite. If the assumption holds that poverty
reduction does not lead to systematic improvements in governance quality, it is
much less likely that young democracies will enact reforms required for maintaining
strong growth and expansionary social policies in the medium to long term.48 The
resulting limits of sustained opportunity for upward mobility for the masses may
lead to a loss in support for democratic institutions, once effects of shorter-term
reforms wear off. The recent election of the radical anti-establishment candidate Jair
Bolsanaro to the presidency of Brazil is an obvious example, as it was preceded by a sig-
nificant economic downturn after a period of sustained growth and poverty reduction.
Coalitions between the poor and affluent middle classes and elites that play an impor-
tant role for many theories of democratization likewise can be notoriously feeble and
may break down once the economic or political outlook for certain groups
changes.49 Support for this argument is provided by survey and case study research
from different developing regions, where affluent middle classes often display signs of
a fear of status decline that resembles sentiments more commonly associated with
middle classes in the developed world.50 Another illustrative example is Thailand,
where affluent middle classes actively supported the unwinding of democratic insti-
tutions by the country’s military, when they felt that policies enacted by previous popu-
list left-wing governments associated with former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra
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undermined their economic interests.51 Based on these considerations my third hypoth-
esis is that:

H3: The effects of poverty reduction on democratization is limited to the short to medium term.

3. Empirical analysis

Because of limitations in the availability of data on poverty (see below) my empirical
tests of the above three hypotheses focuses primarily on the 1990s and early 2000s.
At the onset of this period, most countries in the sample had already transitioned to
democracy, so the following analysis is mostly concerned with processes of democratic
consolidation.52 The dependent variables are set up in two groups to distinguish
between the effects of poverty reduction on the quality of democratic governance
under H1 and on government quality under H2. Variables are chosen from different
sources to demonstrate that results are not driven by coding and aggregation choices
of any individual provider of democracy indices. All dependent variables have been
standardized to allow for better comparability of regression coefficients. Higher
values denote better democratic performance/governance.

The first measure in the set of dependent variables for the quality of democratic
governance is the Executive Index of Electoral Competition (EIEC) from the Database
of Political Institutions.53 This variable provides a narrower definition of democracy,
based only on the competitiveness of the electoral process, but it excludes broader
qualitative attributes such as the non-electoral forms of political inclusion or the
freedom of speech.54 The highest score on the variable is assigned to countries in
which multiple parties compete in elections and no party receives more than 75%
of the vote. EIEC is complemented by variables that also aim to incorporate
broader information about the quality and inclusiveness of the democratic process.
These include the Voice and Accountability index from the World Bank Institute’s
(WBI) governance indicators,55 a set of variables from the Varieties of Democracy
(V-Dem) project, namely the polyarchy, participatory and egalitarian democracy
indices, as well as the widely-cited Polity IV measure. The WBI voice and accountabil-
ity index measures how effectively citizens can participate in the selection of govern-
ment with additional attention to the respect of political rights and media freedom.
The V-Dem polyarchy variable provides a broad measure of de facto electoral democ-
racy, including information about the freedom of speech, media and civil society and
the absence of electoral irregularities. The V-Dem participatory and egalitarian
democracy indices respectively capture the degree of electoral and non-electoral par-
ticipation, and the equal distribution of resources and political rights within society.
Polity IV combines a coding of electoral democracy with information about the
strengths of political competition and constraints on the executive. Detailed infor-
mation about the variables and descriptive statistics are reported in Tables A1 and
A2 of the annex.

The second set of dependent variables, chosen to test H2 on the effect of poverty
reduction on the quality of government, include the rule of law index from the WBI
governance indicators, the V-Dem liberal component (protection of individual and
minority rights, rule of law), and clientelism index (targeted, contingent distribution
of goods, services, jobs, or money in exchange for political support), as well as Trans-
parency International’s (TI) corruption index,56 a measure of perceived corruption
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based on a set of perception polls and expert interviews (similar results were obtained
with the WBI “Control of Corruption” index and various V-Dem corruption indices).

3.1. Independent variables

Data for key independent variables are downloaded from the World Bank’s PovcalNet
site, one of the primary references for official global poverty statistics.57 Depending on
the specification and outcome and control variables used, information are available for
between 830 and close to 400 country year observations, excluding high income
countries but including the recent high-income graduates Chile, Mexico, and South
Korea as well as former socialist transition economies. The majority of observations
are from the mid-1990s to 2016 but the data series for some countries extends back-
wards to the 1980s (Table A3, Annex).

My primary measure for poverty trends is the country-specific population share
(poverty headcount) on incomes below PPP$ 2.5 per day (henceforth Poverty). The
PPP$ 2.5 cut off is part of a set of “official” international poverty thresholds that are
anchored in the national poverty lines of developing countries. It is designed to approxi-
mate the proportion of the population that is unable to satisfy basic needs, such as for
nutrition, housing or health care.58 While the PPP$ 2.5 threshold is higher than the
official international “extreme” poverty line of a PPP$ 1.25 per day ($1.90 in 2011
PPPs), it approaches the higher national poverty lines of economically more advanced
regions like Latin America.59 It therefore provides a more appropriate measure for ana-
lysing changes in poverty across the different geographic regions covered by this article.

The secondmeasure of absolute living standards is the population share below PPP$ 10.
This threshold originally emerged from research in Latin America, based on an observed
break in the likelihood of transitions back into extreme poverty around incomes of
PPP$ 10/day.60 It is now widely used in the literature on global poverty trends to dis-
tinguish non-poor but economically vulnerable groups from more “secure” and affluent
middle classes (I therefore refer to it as Vulnerability).61 Although members of this
group often face heightened economic insecurity, the measure also captures large and
expanding populations in developing regions who are beginning to spend growing
shares of their disposable income on basic consumer assets, housing and social services.62

As noted before, it has been argued that this group often accounts for sizeable and vocal
parts of recent protest movements for political reform in developing regions.63

While theoretical and empirical literature suggests thatmore affluentmiddle classes also
often act as important agents of political reform,64 these groupswere found tobe too small in
the study sample tomake a significant contribution to estimation results (I tested for growth
in the PPP$ 10–20 and 20–55 income ranges). Consequently, more affluent middle classes
are combined with wealthier income groups as the reference or “omitted” category.

3.2. Estimation

The effect of Poverty on the dependent variables is estimated through an equation of the
following form:

Yct = b1Yct−k+2 + b2Povertyct−k + b3Vulnerabilityct−k + b4Mean Incomect−k

+ b5Ginict−k + b6Controlsct−k + b7dc + b8lt + 1ct
(1)
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where Y is one of the dependent variables described above, observed for country c at
time t and k is a lag applied to the model’s independent variables like Poverty. The
model is fitted with Stata’s xtreg command for panel data, with clustered standard
errors that account for panel-specific heteroskedasticity at the country level. Prior stat-
istical tests indicated that a country-fixed effects model is the preferred specification for
this data. Estimates from a between group effects model also produced inconsistent
results, suggesting that the effects presented here are primarily driven by over-time
changes in poverty within countries (see Section 7, Annex). The country fixed effects
(δ) further help account for possible time-invariant influences at the country level,
such as geography, ethnic composition, or colonial history. Because poverty data are
not always available for the same years, and to account for time-specific effects
across countries (for example, contagion or democratic spill-overs), the model also
includes a set of time period fixed effects (λ), based on 5 year intervals.

To create a link to alternative theories about the drivers of democratization discussed
above, I control directly for average per capita income and the Gini index. In the case of
the former, I follow convention in the literature on global poverty trends and use mean
per capita incomes from the same national household surveys that also produce data on
poverty. These measures typically vastly outperform per capita GDP from national
accounts as predictors of poverty.65 Also in the present study sample I obtained slightly
higher effects of poverty on democracy when I replaced survey mean incomes with (PPP
adjusted) per capita incomes from national accounts (see Section 7, Annex). The model
with survey incomes therefore represents a more conservative specification.

The Gini index has emerged as one of the primary measures for tests of the relation-
ship between inequality and democratization. However, as noted, it has several short-
comings that make it potentially less suitable for describing development and
distributional outcomes in developing countries, such as its inability to capture a
society’s absolute living standards or its tendency to overemphasize changes in the
middle, rather than the lower end, of the income distribution. For this reason, I
expect the Gini to have a weaker effect on democracy than poverty.

All models further control for a range of time-variant attributes that have been ident-
ified as important determinants of democratization in previous literature, namely a
country’s trade openness (share of exports and imports in GDP), its education and
human capital stock, central government consumption, and share of the population
in employment.66 Data are from the PennWorld Tables, which provided the most com-
plete data series for the period covered by this study.67

Finally, all models include an autoregressive term in the form of a lagged dependent
variable. The lag is two years longer than that for Poverty and other independent vari-
ables, to address the possibility that observed poverty may be endogenous to past levels
of democracy or governance quality. If the latter was the case one would assume a high
degree of co-linearity between poverty and the lagged dependent variable, potentially
leading to insignificant estimates for Poverty. Although the additional lag structure of
two years for the autoregressive term is somewhat arbitrary, similar results were
obtained with shorter and longer lag structures.

3.3. Results

Figures 2 and 3 present the coefficient and confidence intervals for Poverty, Vulner-
ability, the Gini and mean incomes (see Tables A4a and A4b, Annex for complete
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results). In all of these estimates, Poverty and other independent variables are lagged five
years, the time period when the effect of poverty on democracy peaks for most depen-
dent variables (see Figures 5 and 6 below). The coefficient of Poverty enters with a nega-
tive sign when democracy and governance improves, due to the coding of the
dependent variables where higher values denote better democratic performance/gov-
ernment quality.

The results in Figure 2 broadly support H1 that poverty has a positive impact on the
quality of democracy. There are however, important differences. While the effect of
poverty on EIEC are non-significant, Poverty and, to a lesser extent, Vulnerability,
have a small but fairly consistent influence on the following broader measures of

Figure 2.Main results: The effect of poverty and other economic controls on the quality of democratic governance
(coefficient and 95% confidence intervals).
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de facto democratization. The result for EIEC may reflect the fact that further improve-
ments in electoral procedures are harder to accomplish once formal democracy has
been established. However, the findings for the remaining variables are consistent
with the idea that democratic consolidation is often driven by improvements in “the
style” of governance – towards more inclusion and greater respect of political freedoms.

The results for the V-Dem participatory and egalitarian democracy indices provide
more specific support for the claim that poverty reduction encourages a more inclusive
style of governance. The significant effect on the participatory democracy index suggests
that successful democratization processes often work on the back of increased popular
political participation, which –as argued- is less risky for elites in times of improving
living standards among the poor. The result for the egalitarian democracy index is con-
sistent with the fact that many “young” democracies of the late 1980s and 1990s
increased the inclusiveness and volume of social programmes,68 which was often
accompanied by stronger public support for incumbent regimes and governing
parties.69 In the case of Polity IV, only Vulnerability has a positive effect and also
this estimate is only borderline significant. However, results presented in Figure 5
below show that the effect is more robust at shorter lag periods.

Consistent with H2, I find more mixed effects of Poverty on indicators of govern-
ment quality (Figure 3). This finding supports the claim that it is often harder to over-
come more structural deficiencies of younger and poorer democracies, such as the
reliance on rent seeking, patronage or populist styles of governance with more

Figure 3. Main results: The effect of poverty and other economic controls on government quality (coefficient and
95% confidence intervals).
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limited attention to the rule of law. The main exception is the liberal component of the
V-Dem project, but this variable has been found to move in parallel with other sub-
indices of the V-Dem Project in earlier research.70

Additional estimates presented in Sections 7–8 of the annex indicate that results in
Figures 2 and 3 hold across a range of alternative specifications and robustness tests.
This includes dynamic panel models, which use lags of the dependent variable as instru-
ments to deal with possible endogeneity problems in the association between poverty
and democracy,71 as well as specifications with different time periods and interactions
with other time-variant country attributes.

It is also of interest to compare the effect of Poverty and Vulnerability with that of the
comparison measures for mean income and the Gini. Across the different dependent
variables used here, I find much weaker effects for the latter two measures.72 This is con-
sistent with my argument that direct measures of poverty and economic security are
better predictors of socio-economic drivers of political change in developing regions
than average living standards or interpersonal inequality. Separate tests show that
these effects also hold when I include the Gini and average income alone, without
the direct controls for Poverty and Vulnerability (Tables A5a and A5b, Annex).

It is also worth noting that the correlation between poverty reduction and inequality
(Gini) in the study sample is far from perfect. The fitted regression line between the
rates of change of poverty and inequality in Figure 4 only accounts for 5% of the
total variance, leaving a lot of the observed information unexplained. While one
would normally assume that progress in the fight against poverty is faster with a sim-
ultaneous reduction in inequality, this result is in line with earlier literature, which has
found similarly weak associations between the two variables.73 These patterns help
explain why poverty and inequality have diverging effects on democracy in the analysis

Figure 4. Changes in poverty and inequality.
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above, while simultaneously reducing concerns about collinearity when the two vari-
ables are included in the regression at the same time. Combined with results in
Figure 2 this finding also undermines the claim that inequality is the primary mediating
variable in the relationship between development and democratization.

3.4. Does the effect of poverty decrease over time?

Graphs in Figure 5 track the coefficient and confidence intervals for Poverty (Vulner-
ability in the case of Polity IV) at various lag structures to test H3 that the effects of
poverty on the quality of democracy differ over time. With the exception of Polity
IV, the effect of Poverty peaks around a lag of 4–6 years. These results suggest that
changes in political institutions and behaviours take time to materialize, while the lag

Figure 5. The effect of Poverty at different time lags (quality of democratic governance).
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period also roughly coincides with the electoral cycle in most democracies. However, as
predicted by H3, the effect of Poverty decreases with longer lag structures. This supports
my earlier claim that the effects of poverty reduction in young democracies can wear off
over time, with the lack of improvements in governance quality as a possible expla-
nation. The lag structure is similar for the majority of indicators of government
quality in Figure 6. However, with the exception of the V-Dem liberal component,
these effects always remain insignificant.

3.5. Interactions with other country characteristics

I tested widely for other time-invariant influences, such as a country’s geographic
region, or past regime characteristics (regime type and political orientation) in the
two decades before the time period coved in this analysis. While many of these charac-
teristics are picked up by the country fixed effects, also interactions with the time variant
Poverty variable produced no significant results.

A potentially more interesting approach is to compare how countries have fared that
started out with different levels of poverty. Whereas earlier literature has already shown
that risks of democratic breakdown are typically higher at lower levels of economic

Figure 6. The effect of Poverty at different time lags (quality of government).
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development,74 a more specific focus on observed initial poverty levels may again offer
new insights, by providing a more immediate measure of the actual extent of extreme
deprivation in a society. Graphs in Figure 7 do so, by reporting estimated effects of
Poverty on democracy for different subsets of the sample, defined by the percentage
of a country’s population in poverty at the beginning of the available data series
(More specifically, the solid line in the graphs in Figure 7 tracks the coefficient of
Poverty, starting from the left with countries with initial poverty levels below 10%, fol-
lowed by countries with initial poverty levels between 10% and 25%, and so on, as one
moves to the right. The range of the population share in poverty that is used to define
these sub-samples on the horizontal axis increases incrementally by 5% as we move to
the right, to deal with smaller sample sizes at higher poverty levels).

Figure 7. The effect of Poverty at different initial poverty levels (quality of democratic governance).
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The results suggest that the effect of Poverty on democracy is strongest at middling
levels of initial poverty between 25% and 45%, as well as in the case of V-Dem democ-
racy measures at initial poverty levels below 10%. By contrast, improvements in living
conditions for the poor have little effect in countries that start out with very high
poverty rates (around 70% or higher), consistent with the results of earlier literature
that economic variables predict democracy less well at lower levels of development.
In the case of the indicators for government quality, the results are again more
mixed, with the counterintuitive finding that an increase in poverty improves the
rule of law and perceived corruption at middling and lower levels of initial poverty
respectively (Figure 8). For all of the above results confidence intervals are wider, due
to the smaller underlying estimation samples.

Finally, it is of interest to briefly review results of tests for additional interactions
between Poverty and other often-noted time-variant correlates of democratization
(see Section 8, Annex). These tests suggest that the effect of Poverty on democratization
is reduced in countries that enter into international conflicts, as one would expect. By
contrast, an increase in countries’ dependency on natural resource revenues has no
influence on the relationship between Poverty and democracy. However, poverty
reduction in the presence of growing resource dependency reduces government

Figure 8. The effect of Poverty at different initial poverty levels (quality of government).
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quality (rule of law and clientelism), which could be explained by a more populist style
of government, as highlighted under H2. Somewhat surprisingly, an increase in the cov-
erage of mobile phones reduces the effect of poverty on democratization (albeit only by
a small margin). While this result contradicts the idea that improved communication
technologies should help the poor to overcome their collective action problems, it is
consistent with anecdotal evidence that new social media-based platforms were often
most successfully exploited by political candidates with authoritarian leanings, such
as Rodrigo Duterte in the Philippines and more recently Jair Bolsanaro in Brazil.

4. Discussion and conclusion

Poverty rates in the developing world have decreased dramatically over the past
decades. However, few studies have analysed the political consequences of these trans-
formations. This article has built on recent improvements in the availability of country-
specific poverty data to document a small but statistically significant effect of lagged
poverty on a range of democracy indicators.

Before concluding, it is important to stress the usual caveats that apply to the type of
cross-country evidence presented here. Even with the best efforts, research on observa-
tional data can never fully exclude the possibility that estimates are biased by reverse
causality or omitted variables. Notwithstanding these limitations, the results presented
in this article have proven surprisingly robust across a range of dependent variables and
a battery of controls for possible endogeneity and omitted variable problems, including
the incorporation of country fixed effects, lagged dependent variables, tests with
dynamic panel models, and controls for time-variant factors. I have also shown that
the influence of poverty on democracy is much stronger and more robust than that
of alternative measures of socio-economic development (mean income and the Gini),
which dominated in previous cross-country studies that were based on similar observa-
tional data.

Are the results generalizable beyond the relatively narrow historical context covered
by this article? Earlier research has shown that estimates of socio-economic drivers of
democratization can be highly sensitive to the time period studied.75 My analysis could
be affected by this, because it only accounts for one period of global democratic con-
solidation; the decades after the latest wave of democratic transitions in the late 1980s
and early 1990s. Despite this shortcoming, this article’s results speak to a number of
wider findings from the democratization literature. It is now broadly accepted that
the predictive power of socio-economic variables on democracy is generally highest
in the short to medium term after a transition.76 Within this crucial time period,
this article has provided a narrower focus on the specific effect of poverty reduction
and its interaction with other institutional characteristics of “young” democracies.
My findings also support earlier results that democratization processes are often
driven by broad-based coalitions between elites and lower income groups and that
the prospects for the emergence of stable democracies are less promising at lower
levels of development.

The primary question that follows from this analysis concerns the practical steps that
could be taken to strengthen often-fragile democratic institutions in countries that have
made meaningful progress in poverty reduction. At the time of writing, several
countries covered by this study are at serious risk of democratic backsliding, while glob-
ally, democratic standards are equally deteriorating. These trends are also manifest in
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my finding that the effects of poverty reduction on political institutions are often limited
in scope and time. A better understanding of possible stabilizing factors would be an
important next step in these contexts, to ensure that social and political outcomes in
the developing world continue to improve in the future. In this sense, the results pre-
sented in this article only represent a first foray into the data, to be followed by more
in-depth analysis at country and cross-national level to identify conditions that help
increase the chance of regime survival in developing but still-fragile democracies.
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